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consistent application usage between departments
clear and unique application purposes 
access to reliable and high-quality technical support
compliance with necessary standards

In today's digitised world, digital tools are essential for organisations to streamline their
processes for greater impact. To take advantage of technology’s full potential, applications
should work for rather than against you. This entails:

Who is it for?

Operations Directors
Finance Directors
Chief Information Officers
IT Coordinators
Data Protection Officers

Those responsible for information technology
and digital security:

What does it cost?

€5.500
excl. VAT

Digital Health Scan

What do we offer?
We run a scan of your overall digital health to troubleshoot gaps in your IT
landscape and create an action plan for improvement. Our scan will assess  

whether your 'house is in order,' checking for: 

An agile, adaptable IT landscape
with clearly structured

applications

Service-oriented and cost-
efficient IT supplier contracts

The first step to maximising your impact as an organisation?
Taking control of your digital health.

Quality of compliance with
commonly applicable

standards (GDPR, IATI, ISO)

Alignment of apps and
primary processes  

(e.g., Microsoft 365 with project
management)

A single source of data
across applications

Availability of clear
strategic information via

existing applications

D4D bridges the gap between non-profit organisations and technology. We advocate
for the power of technology for good, finding the best digital solutions to tackle each
organisation's needs. Our expertise lies in aligning organisations’ IT landscapes with

their internal processes, aided by our extensive market knowledge of IT applications for
project management, finance, CRM, data visualisation, and more.

Preliminary IT scan leading
to a new multi-annual IT

Vision & transformation of
the landscape.

A scan of IT and information flows to
assess the status quo and improvements
needed to become more data-driven in

organisational decision-making.

Inventory of the IT organisation
(compatibility & risks) resulting in an

approach for improvement of the
PME application.

Our track record

Why Data4Development?

What else can D4D do for you to improve your organisation's digital health? 

Transformation: The Bigger Story

Want to know more? Contact us!

+31 205 039 090

info@data4development.org

https://data4development.org/
tel:+31205039090
mailto:info@data4development.org

